Gianmarco Ottaviano joins the Journal of Regional Science Editorial Team
Gianmarco I.P. Ottaviano has joined Marlon Boarnet, Steven Brakman, and Mark
Partridge as co-editor of the Journal of Regional Science.
Ottaviano is Professor of Economics at Bocconi University Milan. He received his BA in
Economics at Bocconi University, his M.Sc. in Economics at the London School of
Economics and Political Science, and his Ph.D. in Economics at the Université
Catholique de Louvain. He was Associate Professor of Economics at Bocconi University
and Full Professor of Economics at the University of Bologna before moving again to
Bocconi University as Full Professor of Economics since 2008. He is research fellow of
CEPR London in the International Trade Program and Regional Economics, non-resident
senior fellow of Bruegel Brussels and fellow of FEEM Milan. He is the co-author of
many works in international trade, urban economics and economic geography, including
“Economic Geography and Public Policy” (Princeton University Press, 2003),
“Agglomeration and trade revisited” (International Economic Review, 2002),
“Agglomeration and economic geography” (Handbook of Regional Science and Urban
Economics, 2004), “The economic value of cultural diversity: Evidence from US cities”
(Journal of Economic Geography, 2006), “Market size, trade and productivity” (Review
of Economic Studies, 2008). He is on the editorial boards of the Journal of Economic
Geography, the Journal of Urban Economics, and Regional Science and Urban
Economics. His website is: http://faculty.unibocconi.eu/gianmarcoottaviano/.
Since 1958, the Journal of Regional Science has been the premier outlet for regional
science scholarship. The journal publishes original analytical research at the intersection
of economics and quantitative geography. This includes rigorous methodological
contributions and seminal theoretical pieces. The JRS is one of the most highly cited
journals in urban and regional research, planning, geography, and the environment. The
JRS publishes work that advances our understanding of the geographic dimensions of
urban and regional economies, human settlements, and policies related to cities and
regions. Articles appearing in recent issues cover the full span of topics within regional
science, and submissions on all regional science topics are welcomed.

